
~ TRUE “VISION” ~

(Pt 8)

Pineal Gland Activation (cont.)

In our last installment, we explored the INITIAL results from the first levels of comprehending newly activated Pineal 
Gland activity in those new to this.  As this realm of true understanding of these abilities increases, so do the dangers 
of those unprepared that have not done the initial work required to “garlic the skillet” so to speak in preparation of 
perparing the incredible meal these functions will now be feeding you.  

The WORST DANGER is that for the unprepared, the new level of understanding will potentially demonstrate 
MANY, if not ALL the “things” you THOUGHT you understood are ALL WRONG!  This alone can shatter an 
unprepared individual....  Learning that everything you have known to this point is WRONG, is also carrying the fallout 
of a total and complete COLLAPSE of one’s mind and psyche...  It is those worst cases of those doing this without a 
pure heart, showing DISRESPECT of this level of gifts suffer quite often and mental institutions are FULL of such ill 
founded endeavors to this end...

That warning now cannot possibly be understateds, but that said, let us now continue examining these newfound 
abilities....

First off, let us clarify the changes this invokes in the physical clay pot it resides in...

When operating, the Pineal Gland is NO LONGER isolated from a unique combination of other biological 
processes.  It no longer is ISOLATED from the blood stream.  What this means, simply put, is that NOW, BOTH 
the POWERFUL Cerebral Spinal Fluid NOW also can mingle directly also with BLOOD CIRCULATION!  In 
Scripture, it says clearly, (Matt 6:22) “....if therefore thine EYE being SINGLE, your entire BODY will be full of light.  
Clearly God KNOWS he created two PHYSICAL eyes, so clearly this SINGLE eye, refers to NEITHER of them!

When the “light” now openly entering the Pineal, MINGLES with the blood, this UNSEPAKABLY powerful 
ENERGY transmits DIRECTLY INTO THE BLOOD SUPPLY!  Hence a great mystery UNVEILED....

The next evolution is this is also equally clear... for THIS to be true, and our Creator does NOT lie...  Then clearly, the 
Pineal is where the “Seat of the Soul” or the “Seat of the Spirit” CLEARLY resides...

This “Third Eye” is the single greatest gift of our Creator for these very clear reasons.  



This ALSO clearly explains WHY our CREATED state of “Psychic Visions” (Prophecy) as well as “Telepathy” (Word 

of Knowledge) as well as the conduit by which we RE-ESTABLISH our COMMUNICATION with our Creator.  

ABSENT of this, ALL of those are NEVER going to occur.

As a matter of fact, EVERY SINGLE tradition of Ancient Arcane wisdom CLEARLY agrees together, despite the 

difference in dogma, culture, and/or “Paths of Spirituality” all agree on this fundamental truth.

This is also PRECISELY why the Pineal has been DISCARDED by those who wish us ALL to walk in darkness as 

to what its TRUE position actually IS:  A VESTIGAL organ!  Research that term, if unfamiliar, ALL of these posts 

TRUNCATE many things to INSURE one whoe TRULY wishes these things will not merely accept the notion of 

being “handed a fish” but will seek to LEARN how to fish on THEIR OWN.

Another reason... the very LAST thing I WILL DO HERE, is essentially turn a baboon loose in a room with a lit candle 

at one end of the room and an entire KEG of gunpowder in the OTHER!

Highest Regards and Much Love,
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